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Be the Change!  

Brave New SHARK TANK 

It’s not just about the $$$$ … its about Society! 

You and your team will develop an idea that uses a new 
technology / app that is so powerful … it will not only be super- 
innovative and cool, but also it will make the world a better place!  
You will brainstorm, think critically and creatively about how your 
new app will impact society and then start to work on the details 
(you will not make the technology (or app) just create the idea(s).  
After laying the foundation, your team will develop a 5 minute 
persuasive pitch [presentation] to a group of tough negotiators… a 
Brave New SHARK TANK… who are not necessarily interested in 
just creating an “image” and making money… but making history 
with a technology (or app) that can make society better!     

TEAMS:  Brilliant ideas only grow from a group of people who 
work with passion (really believe in what they are doing), who 
know how to work positively and productively (being polite, listening to others, thinking critically and 
creatively to make decisions.  At every step, each person must have a clear role and responsibility to 
add to the group.  Each group will set out their own work log.  Ms. Deaton will give assign a group 
grade, but also individuals will receive grades based on the work log.  Each team will be responsible for 
taking note of their progress and sharing their ideas with Ms. Deaton along the journey.  You should 
use Google docs to work collaboratively so be sure you share with each other your team 
members. 

STAGE ONE:  BRAINSTORM a variety of existing technologies or technologies/apps that have NEVER 
been created yet.  Think about the negative and positive aspects.   (of course not everything is entirely 
“good” or entirely “bad”… but at this stage you will discuss and list out as many of your ideas about it 
as possible and think about how to possibly fix the negatives.)  By WEDNESDAY, MARCH 1 you will 
have decided on a technology / app.  You will show Ms. Deaton not only your brainstorm but also 
decide on the one that looks like it will be the most promising for a Shark Tank style presentation.    

STAGE TWO:  RESEARCH what is already out there that is similar to what you want to develop.  You 
MUST keep track of information (copy/paste the web address + add a note about its importance) and 
put it on a RESEARCH page &  provide a work log that includes each members contribution that you 
will submit to Ms. Deaton on Monday, March 6

th

.    

STAGE THREE:  WORK out the DETAILS based on what you RESEARCHED, consider again what is 
already in existence and what are it’s positive and negative attributes.  Put together your research and 
the script for the presentation (which each person’s role) and submit to Ms. Deaton by  March 19

th

.    

STAGE FOUR:  Practice (Friday March 19th) &  PRESENT  Mon – Wed. March 22
nd  

- 24
th

  

Ms. Deaton will provide guidance and supporting materials etc throughout.  Be sure you 
stay on top of your deadlines.  ALL PRESENTATIONS MUST be done by March 25th. 
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TEAM: 

Members & Roles & Work Log 

(Roles may sometimes change…but be clear and communicate the expectations.) 

Names   ->>> 
Role & Details -> 

Dates (below) 
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BRAINSTORMING  Planning &  

Rubric Checklist 

Main Objective: 

NEW IDEA that uses Technology / App 

It’s not “just” about the money, (or the technology) 

It’s about Society! 

Expectations:   

1) Brainstorm in all kinds of directions!  Don’t limit or censor in the first stage.  

Come up with LOTS of options.   Sometimes genius is the marriage of two different 
ideas that at first glance may seem not a good match… but in the end are super-
innovative.  

2) THEN, Critically Evaluate all of the ideas and see how they 
fulfill the objective including a look at the positive and negative aspects of it.  Be 
sure to write out the positives and negatives your Brainstorming sheet. 

3) Be Innovative & Cool, but also Realistic!!  Create something 
NEW, but try to be realistic and not “too far out.”  By “far out” I mean a service 
that is not needed, or using a technology that is impossible in the next 25 years. 

4) What is the positive impact on Society?   This will be one of the 
primary ways to gain points among the Sharks… er Or maybe we should call them 
Dolphins??   Be sure you have thought out in advance the above question… 
because the Dolphins or Sharks will be thinking critically about this too!  Be ready 
for the audience to ask questions about the impact. 

5) Write out your Notes and Planning!  For POINTS!!  The 
only way for Ms. Deaton to give you grade is to show your thinking on paper… so 
be sure to have it written down.  You may use Google docs too, but paper is fine 
too. 

6) NEXT STEPS:  CREATE A LIST of Guiding Questions and 
Tasks for the next stage:  Research.  What background info do 
you need?  What kinds of info would help you make a great pitch [presentation] 
that would be convincing that you could actually DO IT!! 


